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For an Abelian (abstract) group G let bG denote the Bohr-compactification of G and let G* 
denote G as topological subgroup of bG, or, equivalently, let G” be G with its maximal totally 
bounded group topology. Our main result says that G* has “many” discrete C-embedded 
subspaces which are C*-embedded in bG. A consequence is that no sequence in G” converges 
to a point of bG. 
As an application we get information about BG, the unique (up to isomorphism) biggest 
G-space, for (abstract) Abelian G. We show that T( BG) 7 IGl and (BGI = exp21GI. For countable 
Abelian G this tells us BG is not the absolute of “2. 
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The motivation for this paper is the question of what BG, the biggest minimal 
G-space, is for abstract groups G, see Section 1.2 below. For Abelian G our strategy 
for studying BG is to use the Bohr-compactification 6G of G: It is a more accessible 
G-space, and we can transfer some information from 6G to BG. Note that this is 
a rather weak strategy, since it does not really exploit the fact that BG is the biggest 
minimal G-space. Also, we can say something about this auxilliary space only if G 
is Abelian. 
Most of this paper deals with bG, and in fact with G*, i.e., with G as topologicai 
subgroup of 6G. The remainder of this introduction will reflect this shift of emphasis: 
P, r; first discuss G# and bG, aad then BG. 
Before we really start our introduction we briefly consider ways a subspace can 
be nice: As usual, call a function a map if it is continuous. Also, let 0, N, R and 2 
denote the unit interval [0, 1j9 the positive integers, the reals, and (0, 1) respectively. 
If S is a space we say that a subspace A of a space X is S-embedded if every map 
* Partially supported by an NSF Grant. 
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A-, S extends to a map X + S. So 
R-embedded =C-embedded, O-embedded = C*-embedded. 
We mention that if A is strongly zero-dimensional, in particular, if A is discrete, 
then (see Lemma 2.1.1) 
A is N-embedded’A is a-embedded 
JJ 111 
A is R-embedded+A is O-embedded. 
3%~ also remind the reader that a discrete space is real-compact iff its cardinality is 
not Ulam-measurable. Therefore, if D is a relatively discrete R-embedded subspace 
of a space’ X and if the cardinality of D is not Ulam-measurable, then D is closed 
in X. 
1.1. G” and bG 
For the purpose of this introduction it suffices to kno$r that the Bohr- 
compactification bG of an abstract Abelian group G is the biggest compact opologi- 
cal group which algebraica!ly has G as a dense subgroup. We use G# to denote G 
as a topologica2 subgroup of bG; an internal description of the topology of G# is 
that it is the biggest otally bounded group topology on G. 
G” has been considered before [ 1,2]. We discuss its basic properties, including 
the little that is known already, in Section 4. One of the new basic results we obtain 
is the following, proved as Theorem 4.8: 
1.1.1. Theorem. G ” is zero-dimensional, for every Abelian group G. 
If & is a collection of sets all of cardinality K for some cardinal K, then we call 
D a transversal for ti if (WA E &)[(A n Dl = K]. 
The main result of this paper is: 
1.1.2. mma. Let G be an in$nite Abelian group, and let K be a cardinal with 
o d K C IG]. Let d be a collection of at most K subsets of G, each of cardinality exactly 
K. Then &? has a transversal D such that: 
(a) D is relatively discrete (in G#, or, equivalently, in bG), 
(b) D is R&embedded in G” ; and 
(c) D is O-embedded in bG. 
The motivation for this result is that it answers a question about BG, see Section 
1.2. It also is useful for the study of G*: An obvious corollary is the following: 
If G is an Abelian group, then 
(a) every infinite subset A of G# has a relatively discrete subset D with IDI = IAl 
that is N-embedded in G* and is O-embedded in bG; hence 
’ All spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff spaces, unless the contrary is clear from the context. 
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(b) for all in$nite A C_ G and p E bG there is a neighborhood U of p in bG such that 
IA\UI = IAl (i.e., “S does not converge to p”); in particular 
(c) no nontrivial sequence in G# converges to a point of bG. 
Theorem 1.1.3(a) strengthens the fact that if G is an infinite Abelian group, 
then G# is not pseudocompact [2,2.2]. See Corollary 4.7 for another strengthening. 
Part (a) also implies that G has a closed discrete subset of cardinality M for every 
K =S ]Gl that is not Ulam-measurable. We do not know if the restriction on K is 
essential. We also do not know if G has a relatively discrete subset that is not closed. 
Part (c) is of interest by itself; it should be compared with the fact that every 
infinite compact group has a nontrivial convergent sequence.* It also has an applica- 
tion dealing with products: If G is the product of an indexed collection ( Gi : i E I) 
of nondegenerate Abelian groups, then G* = niE, (G#) iE I is finite, [2, 2.5 and 
2.63. The “if” part will be reproved as Fact 4.5; using part (c) we can give a purely 
topological explanation of the “only if” part: G* has no nontrivial convergent 
sequences, but of course ni,, GT has nontrivial convergent sequences if I is infinite. 
Does theorem 1.1.3 generalize? If we weaken “abstract”, i.e., discrete, to “locally 
compact”, then there still is a “largest” compact topological group bG such that 
the underlying group of G is a dense subgroup of bG, call it G*, and such that idG 
is continuous as function from G to G*. For G = IR we can generalize the case 
IAl = o of Theorem 1.1.3(b): 
1.1.4. Theorem. For a subset A of R the following are equivalent: 
(a) cl, A is not compact; 
(b) A has an infinite subset D that is relatively discrete in Iw# and that is O-embedded 
in bR; 
(c) A has an injinite subset D that is closed discrete in Iw# and that is R-embedded 
in (w# and is O-embedded in bR. 
We do not know whether an analogous result holds for all locally compact Abelian 
groups. 
1.2. G-spaces 
We call an action of a group G on a space X any homomorphism, h say, from 
G into the autohomeomorphism group of X We call X a G-space if G acts on X; 
the action of G on X, h say, will always be clear fram the context, and we will 
write gx for h(g)(x), x E X, g E G.3 The orbit of x E X is Gx = {gx: g E G}. 
‘See [IO, 2.5.21 for an easy proof for the special case of compact Abelian groups. infinite compact 
groups have nontrivial convergent sequences ince they are dyadic, [9], see also [ll]. 
3 Our concept of action coincides with the usual concept, but is simpler. (It can be simpler since we 
do not deal with continuous actions.) 
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If G acts on X, a subset A of X is called invariant if A # 0 and if (Vg E G) 
[gA = A];4 in that case A is a G-space, with obvious action. 
One calls a subset M of a G-space X a minimal subset of X if is a minimal 
(under inclusion) member of the collection of nonempty closed invariant subsets 
of X, or, equivalently, if each point of M has its orbit dense in M. One calls a 
G-space X minimal if X is a minimal subset of itself. Clearly, every minimal subset 
of a G-space is itself a minimal G-space. As every compact G-space has a minimal 
subset, because of Zom’s Lemma [S, 2.41, it follows that there is an abundance of 
compact minimal G-spaces. 
If X and Y are G-spaces, we call a G-map any map f: X + Y which commutes 
with the action of G, i.e., 
Wx E WWg E G)Cf(gx) = gfb)l- 
Note that the range of a G-map is invariant, hence every G-map from a compact 
G-space to a minimal G-space is onto. 
A G-map that also is a homeomorphism is called an isomorphism, and two 
G-spaces are called isomorphic if there is an isomorphism between them. 
The following is known, Ellis [S, 7.15), see also [3]: 
1.2.1. eorem. For every group G there is a minimal compact G-space X such that 
(a) for every minimal G-space Y there is a G-map from X onto Y; and 
(b) every G zap f rom a minimal G-space to X is an isomorphism. 
So up to isomorphism tl.ere is exactly one (compact) what we will call the biggest 
minimal G-space.’ We will use BG to denote both this biggest minimal G-space 
and its underlying space. Our lofty goal is to characterize the space BG; we have 
no success, even in the case that interests us most, that of countable G, for example 
G=h. 
Now what do we know about BG? It obviously has density at most ]G]. Also, 
since BG can be constructed as a minimal invariant closed subset of PG, [S, 7.131, 
BG is a zero-dimensional F-space. Hence, if G is countable, then BG is extremally 
disconnected. (In fact, BG is known to always be extremally disconnected, [6]; we 
will give a proof in [4].) 
For brevity call X an Space if X is a nonsingleton separable extremally 
disconnected compact ausdorff space with the property that every nonempty clopen 
subset of X is homeomorphic to X. There are 2’ pairwise nonhomeomorphic 
%spaces, [3]. Well-known examples of %spaces are the absolutes of “2, with 
o s K d c, where “2 denotes the product of K factors 2. 
We can show that if G is a countable group, then BG is an y-space, and that 
BG is not homeomorphic to one of the quite exotic &paces constructed in [3]. 
4 Since G will always be clear from the context, we do not 
5 Ellis calls it a “universal minimal set”. Since the G-map in 
“universal” seems a misnomer. 
have to call this G-invariant. 
Theorem 1.2.5(a) is not necessarily unique 
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This leads to the following: 
If G is a countable group, is BG homeomorphic to the absolute 
of “2 for some K with O~K~C? 
An easy corollary to Theorem 1.1.3 is (see Section IO): 
1. If G is an infinite Abelian group, then 
IGl, and 
(6) IBGI = ew*IGl, indeed, plGl embeds info BG. 
Since the absolute of “2 has countable w-weight, Theorem 1.2.7(a) implies a 
partial answer to Question 1.2.2: 
. Corollary. If G is a countable Abelian group, then BG is not homeomorphic to 
the absolute of “2. 
This is our original motivation for proving Lemma 1.1.2. 
2.1. Topology and sets 
For any two sets A and B, AB denotes the set of functions A + B. If B also is a 
space and/or a group, then AB also carries the product topology and/or product 
group structure; possible structure on A does not affect AB. 
If F is a set of functions X + Y, then the diagonal of F is the function AF: X + FY 
defined by 
AF(+=f(x), xeX,f~F. 
Of course, AF is one-to-one iff F is point-separating, AF is continuous if F consists 
of continuous functions, and AF is a homomorphism if F consists of 
homomorphisms. 
Recall from the introduction that 0, N, R and 2 denote the unit interval [0, 13, the 
positive integers, the reals and (0, 1) respectively. Alsc recall that if S is B space, 
we say that a subspace A of a space X is S-embedded if every map A+ S extends 
to a map X + S. In Section 1 we stated: 
2.1. a. Let X be any space, and let A be a subspace of X. If A is strongly 
zero-dimensional, in particular, if A is discrete, then 
A is N-em bedded =+A is P-em bedded 
4 4 
A is IF3 -em bedded 3 A is 0 -embedded. 
roof. It suffices to prove the downward implications. 
If A is 2-embedded, then for every two disjoint zero sets and Z, of A there 
is a map f: A-+2cO such that (Vie 2)[Zi rf’{i}]. Hence is O-embedded by 
[7, 1.171. 
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(We are admittedly lazy: One can also prove this implication directly, i.e., without 
using [7, 1.171.) 
If A is N-embedded, let f be any map A+lR. For n E Z choose a clopen 
set Un in A such that f ‘[ n, n + l] s Un s f “(n - 1, n + 2). One can define a function 
m:A+P by: 
m(x) = min{ n E Z: x E U,}; 
of course m is a map. As A is H-embedded in X there is a map rii :X +Z that 
extends m. Then %‘= { fi ‘{n}; n E 8) is a pairwise disjoint clopen cover of X such 
that f r H is bounded for every H E Z As A is N-embedded in X, it is 2-embedded 
in X, hence An H is 2-embedded in H for each H E 38, therefore An H is C*- 
embedded (+-embedded) in H, so we can choose a map 4” : H + IF4 that extends 
f]AnH.Then~{~H:H~a(e)isamapX+Rthatextendsf: Cl 
We also remind the reader of the following well-known result. 
2.1.2. mma. If X is a countable regular space, then every closed subspace of K is 
N-embedded in X. 
2.2. Abelian groups 
Throughout this paper min(0) = 00; (Vn E N)[ n < a]. 
Throughout Section 2.2 G and H denote abstract Abelian groups. 
The order of x E G is o(x) = min{ n E N: n - x = 0). 
For a subset A of G the subgroup of G generated by A is denoted by ((A)). 
G is called divisible if (Vm E N)(Vz E G)(3y E G)[m l y = z]. 
The circle group, T, is the subgroup {z E 88’: ]z] = 1) of the multiplicative complex 
plane 08’. Obviously 
is a divisible group such that (Vn E N)(3x E T)[o(x) = n]. (*) 
The torsion group of is the subgroup T={x~T:(3n~N)[x”=l]} of T, or, 
equivalently, T = {e’“? 4 E Q}. 
2.2. a. Let S be a subgroup of G and let h be a homomorphism S+ Hand let 
x~Gandy~H. &$nem~Nu{~} by 
m=min{nEf%: n*xES}. 
(a) h extends to a homomorphism h’ : ((S u {x})) * H with h’(x) = y i$ m = 00 or 
m<mandm*y=h(m+;and 
(b) if H is divisible and if m l y = h( m l x), then h extends to a homomorphism 
h”: G + H such that h”(x) = y. 
a. G embeds algebraically in a power of 
Let r denote the set of homomorphisms G+ r is point-separating, i.e., 
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(Vx # y E G)(3h E T)[h(x) Z h(y)]. To see this notti that if x f 0, then there is a 
homomorphism h : (( with h(x) # 1, because of (*), and h extends to a 
homomorphism G + because of (*) and Lemma 2.1.1. Hence if 6 denotes the 
diagonal of r, i.e., 6 is the homomorphism G + “T defined by 
bkh =h(g), forgEG,hEr, 
then b is an injection. Cl 
A simple corollary that plays an important role in this paper is: 
2.2.3. Lemma. If H is an infinite subgroup of G, then there is an Abelian group D 
with’Dr> H and ]D]=]H( such that id,, extends to a homomorphism G + D. 
roof. Because of Lemma 2.2.1 it suffices to find a divisible group D with D 2 H 
and IDI = I HI. By Lemma 2.2.2, H is a subgroup of a divisible group K, namely 
(up to isomorphism) “T for some K. For every infinite A c K there is A# with 
AS A* and ]A”]=]A] such that (Vm E N)(Va E A)(36 E F~ ‘,trn l 6 = a]. Define 
(D”: nEW)by Do= H and D”+l=(((D,)*)).Then D=U,,, Dn irasrequired. (See 
[8, proof of A.151 for another proof that D exists.) Cl 
We also need the following result, in the proof of the case K = o of Lemma 1.1.2: 
2.2. ma [8, A27]. If G is finitely generated, then there are a finite K and n E w 
such that G is isomorphic to K’ x P”. 
ohr-cbmpactification 
In this section we briefly review the Bohr-compactification of a topological group. 
For topological groups G and H we let hom( G, H) denote the set of all continuous 
homomorphisms G+ H. r’he Bohr-compactijication of a topological group G is an 
essentially unique pair (bG, bG), or (6,bG) for short if G is clear from the context, 
such that: 
(a) 6G is a compact group, 6 E hom( G, bG), and ran( 6) is dense in bG, 
(b) for every compact group K and every h E hom( G, K) there is bh E 
hom( bG, K) such that bh 0 b = h. 
This is analogous to the tech-stone compactification. However, 6 need not be 
one-to-one, see [8, pp. 348-351-j. Even if 6 is one-to-one it need not be a homeo- 
morphism. Indeed, it is known that 6 is a homeomorphism if: G is totally bounded. 
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(In particular, 6 never is a homeomorphism if G is a noncompact locally compact 
group. This can also be proved directly: A locally compact group never is a dense 
proper subgroup of a topological group, since locally compact dense subspaces are 
open, and since open subgroups are closed.) 
If b is one-to-one let G* denote G with that topology that makes 6 : G + bG an 
embedding. Of course, we will assume the function b actually is the identity. SO G 
and G” have the same underlying set, which is a subgroup of bG, and G* also is 
a subspace of bG, but in general G is not. Condition (b) now becomes: 
(b’) for every compact group K every member of hom( G, K) extends to a member 
of hom(bG, K). 
If b is one-to-one, then the topology of G# is the largest totally bounded group 
topology on G that makes id G continuous as function G + G”. (Recall that a 
topological group G is called tota@ bounded if for every nonempty open U in G, 
there is a finite F c G such that F= U = G, were F- U denotes dfu: f~ F, u E U}.) 
Within the class of groups G such that bG is one-to-one, bG is even more similar 
to PC: If G and H are any two such groups, then every continuous homomorphism 
G + H extends to a continuous homomorphism bG + bH. To see this, consider any 
h E hom(G, H). As id,., is continuous as function H + bH, and h = id,., Q h, 
h E hom( G, bH). Hence h extends to a member of hom( bG, bH). 
For Abelian G one does not have to look at continuous homomorphisms from 
G to all compact groups K to define bG: First of all, one only has to look at Abelian 
K, of course. In fact it is sufficient to look only at K = T, the circle group. (This is 
analogous to the fact that a compactification of a space X is PX iff X is O-embedded 
in it.) This is so since if K is locally compact Abelian, then hom(K, 7’) is point- 
separating, hence if K is compact Abelian, then the diagonal of hom( K, 
K topologically and algebraically into a power of T. Therefore one can construct 
b and bG as follows: Let b ‘Je the diagonal map of hom( G, T), a map G + GT, and 
let bG be ran(b). 
If honr( G, T) is point-separating, then the topology of G* is the smallest topology 
that makes all functions in hom( G, T) continuous. So hom( G, T) = hom( G*, T). 
Also, (b’) becomes: 
(b”) every member of hom( G, T) extends to a member of hom(bG, 
Throughout this section G and H denote disrrete Abelian groups. 
Recall from Section 3 that G# denotes G with the smallest topology which makes 
every member of I’ = hom( G, ), the set of all homomorphisms G + continuous. 
In this section we collect relatively easy facts about the topology of G*; for 
completeness sake we include all known results from the literature. 
We begin with the known results. 
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act. G# satisjies the countable chain condition. 
This is SO because G” is a dense subgroup of the compact group bG III 
ct [2, p. 391. Every homomorphism G + H is continuous as function G* + H*. 
ct [2, 2.13. All subgroups of G are closed in G#. 
roof. If K is a subgroup of G, then (G/ K)# is Tychonoff (since all H # are 
Tynchonoff by Lemma 2.2.2, which says hom( H, T) is point-separating), hence T, . 
Therefore K is closed by Fact 4.2. 0 
Note that an easy corollary is that d( G*) = ICI. 
ct [2, p. 41-J. If K is a subgroup of G, then idK is an embedding K * + G*. 
roof. idK is continuous by Fact 4.2. id K1 is continuous since every member of 
hom(K, 2’) extends to a member of hom( G, T) because T is divisible. 0 
act [2, 2.51. (G x H)* = G# x H*. 
roof. Let i denote the identity function of the set G x H. 
To prove i is continuous as function (G x H) # + G# x H* just note that the 
topology of G” x H* is the product topology of two totally bounded group 
topologies, hence is a totally bounded group topology on G x H, and that the 
topology of (G x H)” is the biggest otally bounded group topology on G x H. 
Alternatively, note that rrG 0 i and ?TH 0 i are continuous, where ?rG and q+ are the 
projections G x H + G and G x H + H, because of Fact 4.2. 
To prove i is continuous as function G# x H* + (G x H)* consider any neigh- 
borhood V of (&I) in (G x H) #. There is a neighborhood L’ of (&I) in (G x H)# 
such that U* U c K By Fact 4.4 there are neighborhoods A of 1 in G* and B of 
1 in H” such that 
Ax{l)r U, (1)x Bs U. 
Then A x B is a neighborhood of (1, I) in G# x H# such that A x B c V since for 
aEAandbEBonehas 
(a,b)=(a,I)-(d,b)E LJ* UC V. Cl 
We now come to new results, Theorems 4.6 and 4.8. N-embedded was defined in 
Section 1.1. 
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.6. Theorem. (a) Every countable closed subspace of GX is N-embedded in G#. 
(b) Every countable subgroup of G” is N-embedded in G”. 
roof. (Of course (b) follows from (a), because of Fact 4.3; however, we will prove 
(a) from (b).) 
In both parts of the proof we will use Lemma 2.1.2, i.e., 
every closed subspace of a countable regular space is N-embedded. (*) 
(b) Consider any countable subgroup K of G, and consider any map f: K # + M. 
If G is countable, then by (*) we could extend f to a map G# +N. If G is not 
countable, we use Lemma 2.2.3: There is a countable group D with D 1 K such 
that idK extends to a map r: G# + D*. 
We may think of K * as “K as subspace of G#” and also as “K as subspace of 
D *“, by Fact 4.4. Thinking of K * as “K as subspace of D*” we se=2 from (8) that 
f can be extended to a map 4: D* + N. Then obviously 4 0 r is a map G” + M that 
extends f: 
(a) Let A be a countable closed subspace of G. A is N-embedded in the countable 
subgroup ((A)) of G*, by (*). We know from (b) that ((A)) is N-embedded in G*. 
Hence A is N-embedded in G*. 0 
4.7. Corollary. If G is infinite, then G” is not pseudocompact, [2,2.2]. In fact: 
(a) there is a continuous function from G# onto N; and 
(W G” is not a Bake space. 
(Recall that every pseudocompact space is a Baire space.) 
roof. (a) Let H be any countably infinite subgroup of G. Since H has no isolated 
points, H has an infinite closed discrete subset D. As H is a countable regular 
space, D is N-embedded in H. Hence there is a map from H onto N. This map 
extends to a map from G* onto N. 
(b) The proof of Theorem 4.6 shows that there is a homomorphism from G onto 
a countable group, hence G has a subgroup H such that the collection %’ of cosets 
of H is countably infinite. H is closed in GX by Fact 4.3, but is not open since G# 
is totally bounded, and therefore H is nowhere dense. Hence %’ is a countably 
infinite cover of G# by nowhere dense subsets. 0 
Theorem 4.6 tells us that there are many maps G# +2. Our next result tells us 
that the set of maps G* + 2 actually determines the topology of G#; the following 
repeats Theorem 1.1.1. 
G * is zero-dimensional. 
Proof. We show that G” has a subbase of clopen sets. To this end we consider any 
homomorphism h: G + T and any open neighborhood U of 1 in and prove there 
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is a clopen neighborhood V of in G# such that V is a subset of the subbasic 
neighborhood h c- U of Before we embark on the proof we point out that 
the existence of V is is a torsion group, for then ran(h) is a subset of 
the torsion group of which is countable, hence zero-dimensional. 
has nondegenerate subgroups A and B such that A n B = { 
ee this let A be a nondegenerate divisible proper subgroup of T 
there is a homomorphism 4 l + A that extends idA, and B = 4’(l) is as required 
[ 8, A.81. Alternatively, since 1s an uncountable divisible group, it is a weak product 
of countable infinite groups [8, A.141. 
Note that A and B are zero-dimensional since they are proper subgroups of T 
The function m : A x B + 
m(a, b)=a* b, (a, b)EAxB 
is continuous since it is the restriction of the multiplication of T. Ry our choice of 
A and B it is one-to-one. Hence m is a bijection. 
Now consider the composition m-’ 0 h. In spite of m-’ being discontinuous (since 
it is a function from the connected space T onto the disconnected space A x B), 
m-’ 0 h is continuous: A x B is a subspace of T x T, and if 7c denotes one of the 
two projections T x T+ 7” then T 0 m-’ 0 h is a homomorphism G + T, hence is it 
as continuous as function G# + T. 
Recall that U is a neighborhood of 1 in T and that we need a clopen neighborhood 
V of 1 in G with V c_ h’ U. Since m is continuous and since A x B is zero-dimensional, 
there is a clopen neighborhood W of (1,1) in A x B such that m’ WE U. Then 
V = (m-’ 0 h)’ W, which clearly contains 1, is clopen, since m-’ 0 h is continuous, 
and (m-‘oh)‘Ws U since (m-‘oh)‘W=h’(m’W). 0 
Theorem 4.6 suggests several questions. We do not know whether “countable” is 
essential in Theorem 4.6(b). This leads to: 
uestion. Is every subgroup of G N-embedded in G”? 2-embedded in G#? 
R-embedded in G*? l-embedded in G#? 
Of course, the analogous question for Theorem 4.6(a) L :comes: 
uestioa. Is G* strongly zero-dimensional? Normal? 
While we do not know if G* always is normal, we do know it is not paracompact 
in cases of interest: 
act. G# is paracompact i$ G” is collectionwise Hausdor$ if G is countable. 
roof. Of course, G# is paracompact if G is countable since regular Lindeliif spaces 
are paracompact, and paracompact spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff. 
G# has the countable chain condition, by Fact 4.1, so if it is collectionwise 
Hausdorff, then it has no uncountable closed discrete subset<. hence then G is 
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countable because of Theorem 1.1.3 and the remark just above Section 1.1. 0 
In the proof of Theorem 4.6 we used a homomorphism r: 6 + 13 that extends 
idK. We did not really use the fact that r is a homomorphism, but only the 
consequence of Fact 4.2 that r is continuous as function G* + D”. We ask whether 
one always can find such an r with D = K, i.e.,: 
uestion. Is every (countable) subgroup of G” a retract of G* ? 
A natural, because of Theorem 4.6(a), generalization of this question is: 
.13. uestion. IS every countable closed subset of G* a retract of G”? 
(The restriction to closed subsets that are countable is essential since by our main 
result G* has an uncountable closed discrete subset (if G is uncountable), but GX 
satisfies the countable chain condition by Fact 4.1.) 
In Section 1 we pointed out that Theorem 1 .1.3 implies that GX has a closed 
discrete set of cardinality K for every cadinal K < IGl that is not Ulam-measurable, 
and asked if the restriction on K is essential, i.e.,: 
\ 
.14. uestion. Does G* have a closed discrete subset of cardinality IG[? 
An obvious way to acs-&er this question negatively would be to show that G* 
always is realcompact. However, Alan Dow has pointed out: 
act. GY is not realcompact if IGl is Warn-measurable. 
roof. Because of Facts 4.3 and 4.4 assume without loss of generality that IGl is 
the first Ulam-measurable cardinal. By Theorem 1.1.3, G* has a relatively discrete 
U&embedded subset D with 1 Dl the first Ulam-measurable cardinal. If G# is realcom- 
pact, then A = VA for every R-embedded subspace A of G. (VA denotes the realcom- 
pactification of A.) In particular, D = vD. But I vDi > I D[. 0 
This leaves open the following: 
4. Is G* realcompact if IGl is not Ulam-measurable, in particular if 
PI =&I,? 
The answer to Question 4.14 will be an easy yes if the answer to the last question 
in this section is no: 
uestion. If G* is infinite, does G* have a relatively discrete subset hat is 
not closed? 
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We first point out that the following weak version of Lemma 1.1.2 actually implies 
it: 
5. a. Let G be an infinite Abelian group. Let & be a collection of at most IGi 
subsets of G, each of cardinulity exactly IGI. There is a subset T of G such that: 
(a) WA E 4~I T q AI = I Gil; 
(b) T is relatively discrete and fWer)lbedded in G#; and 
(c) T is O-embed& al in bG. 
roof of mma 1.1.2 from Lemma 5.1. Let G be an infinite Abelian group, let K 
be a cardinal with w s K s ICI, and I& & be a nonempty collection of at most K 
subsets of G, each of cardinality exactly K. Then K = ((U &)) is a subgroup of G 
with IKI = K. By Lemma 2.2.3 there is an Abclian group A with A 2 K and IAl = IKI 
such that idK extends to a homomorphism Y : G + A. Let D be as in Lemma 5.1 
with A instead of G. We may assume D c K. Then (b) and (c) hold with A instead 
of G, and we claim they hold as stated: For each S s K, if S is N-embedded in A*, 
then S is N-embedded in G* since r is a map G*+ A# that extends idK, and 
similarly, if S is I-embedded in bA, then S is I-embedded in bG since r extends to 
a continuous function (even homomorphism) br : bG + bD. El 
We next point out that in the countable case we get “N-embedded” for free from 
O-embedded and Lemma 2.1.2. 
5.2. Lemma. Assume every closed subspace of X is separable. Let & be an at mosi 
countable collection of countably injinite subsets of X. Every relatively discrete 
C -embedded transversal for & has a subset that is closed in X and that still is a 
transversal. 
roof. Assume D is not closed, and let d : w + 6\ D be such that ran(d) = D\D. 
Of course (as D is O-embedded) 
(WAS D)[An D\A=0]. 
Since for every transversal P of &? there is Q E P such that both Q and P\Q are 
transversals, we see from (*) that there is a sequence (D” : n E w) of transversals 
such that 
Doe D, (Vn E 4[D,+, s DJ, (Vn E o)[d,, E D\D,,J 
It is easy to find a transversal T of ~4 such that 
T s D, and (Vn E w)[ T\ Dn is finite]. 
We claim T is closed in X: For each n E o we have d, E D\D,, hence d,, E D\T 
since (D\D,,)\(D\T)(=Dn T\D, = T\D,) is finite and since d,E D\D”. 
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D\D( = ran(d)) s o\, therefore 6\ T c D\ T. As D\ Tn F = 0, by (*), it follows 
that F = D\ D\ 7% T, as required. Cl 
6. Solving equations i
It is not hard to prove that has two disjoint closed subsets K and L such that 
for each m b 3 
(WaE T)(3xE K)(3yE L)[xm=ym=a]. (1) 
e two disjoint closed s such that (1) holds for m = 2, 
since (Vx E T)(3!y E = y2 and y Z x], which contra- 
dicts the fact that T is connected. If we replace 2, ( 1) is possible for all m 3 2: 
6.1. mma. There are disjoint closed sets K and L in T2 such that for each m 2 2 
(Va E T2)(3x E K”)(3y E L”)[x” = y” = a]. (2) 
(Here O denotes the interior operator of T2.) 
i; normal, it suffices to prove the lemma with (2) weakened to 
‘)(3x E K)(3y E L)[x”’ = y” = a]. (3) 
In this proof we use x E 0 as a name for eiax E So, for example, we write mx for 
(eirrx)m, and use [a, b], with 0~ a s b G 1 to denote the “interval” (einx: a s x s b}. 
Note that both 0 and 1, as elements of II, are names for 1, as element of T. 
Given two subsets K and L of T* and m 5 2, how does one verify (3) ‘-olds? 
Well, for any a E T*, say a = (p, q) with p, q E 0, there are x, y E [0,1/m] with mx = p 
and my = q. From this we see that we prove (3) if we prove 
Ok Y f IX4 l/mI)(% 4 u, v E 4 
[(x+s/m,y+t/m)E K and(x+u/m,y+v/m)E LJ. (4) 
We give K and I. an easy to describe form: For suitable p, q E N they are unions 
of nonoverlapping rectangles of size p-’ x q-‘. Then K and L can be defined from 
partial matrices of O’s and l’s as we explain next. 
If A4 is a p X q matrix, e.g., 
. 0 l 1 1 1 
. 0 l l 1 l 
000’1’ 
ooo*** 
first divide ’ into p x q “rectangles” 
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~~~=[~j-~~/Ajlpl~~~~-~~/q,~l~l, j=l,...,pandk= ,...,q. 
and then define K and L by 
K = U { Rjk ; Mp-kj = 0) and L=U {Rjk: 1Mp-kj= 1). 
So K looks like the region of O’s of M and L looks like the region of l’s of M 
If for M we use the 6 x 8 matrix given above then, as is easy to see, K n L = 0. 
Also, it satisfies (3) for m = 2, since if we superimpose the four 3 x 4 submatrices 
that are ii,dicated, then we get a 3 x 4 matrix such that every entry contains a 0 and 
a 1. M was found by trial and error. Further trial and error led to the following 
12 x 12 matrix: 
. . . . 0 0 
1 l **oo 
1 1 . . . . 
1 1 . . . . 
. . . . , . 
. . . . . . 
. . 00.. 
. 
l 0 0 l l 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
000000 
000000 
0 0 0’0 0 0 
oo.... 
oo.... 
0 l l l 1 1 
. . . . 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
. 1 1 1 1 1 
. . 1 1 l l 
. . 1 1 l l 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Let us show that if K and L are defined from the matrix NEWM, then (4) holds for 
all n 3 2: 
As above, if we superimpose the four 6 x6 submatlices that are indicated, then 
we get a 6 x 6 matrix such that every entry contains a 0 and a 1. Consequently (4) 
holds for m = 2, and therefore it holds for all even m 2 2. 
Now consider any m 2 3 that is odd, and consider any X, y E [O, l/m]. 
Step K: We find s and t. Since 
10, f12\u4 i9 x (4, $1 c K 
we can take s = t = 0 except when (x, y) E [0, &) x (d, 5-j (c R,J. Then m = 3 (since 
x, yE [0, l/m]). Then we let s = 1 and d = 0; this works since (f , 0)+ RI4 = Rs4, a 
subset of K. 
Step L: We show one can take L‘ = i(m - l), which is an integer since m is odd, 
and ~=m- 1. Since (x, y)~ [0,1/m] x [0,1/m] and m a 3 we have 
hence (x+u/m,y+u/m)~L. El 
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The following analogue of Lemma 6.1 is a corollary to the lemma: 
6.2. Lemma. There is a countable (multiplicatively written) divisible subgroup C of 
“T and there is a countably injinite discrete collection X of closed subsets of 1c such that 
(Vm s2)(Va EZ)(VK E X)(3xE K)[x” = a]. (3 
proof. Let T denote the torsion group of 7” and let S abbreviate the square T*; we 
write S multiplicatively, with identity ll = (1,l). Rename the and L of the lemma: 
NEWK = OLDK n s, NEWL = OLDL n s; 
note that 0~ L. It should be clear that S is countable and that 
S is divisible and (Wa E T2)(3x E K)(3y E: L)[x” = y” = a]. (6) 
Now let 2 denote the sum of o summands S, i.e., 
C={x&S:x, = 0 for all but finitely many n E w). 
It is clear that 2 is countable and divisible. For n E CO define K,, E Z by 
K,=(x~Z::(Vk~n)[x~~L)andx,+K). 
We will prove C and X = (K, : n E w) are as required. 
Clearly X is a collection of sets that are closed in 2. To see X is a discrete 
indexed collection in C note that if x is any point of “S such that every neighborhood 
of x meets infinitely many members of X, then (Vn E w)[x,, E L], so that x e C because 
US?!L. 
To prove (5) consider any a E C and any p 2 2 and any n c o. Let m > n be such 
that (Vk > m)[ak = 0). There is x E “S such that 
(Vkc n)[xk E L], x, E K, (Wk d m)[xg = aJ, (WC> m)[xk = 11. 0 
e case K > 0 of Lemma 5.1 
We must prove: 
Let G be an Abelian group of cardinality y > o. Every collection 
9 E [ G17 with 1.91 s y has a transversal that is relatively discrete in 
G”, is N-embedded in G* and is O-embedded in bG. (*) 
roof. It is easy to find D z G and a well-order < of D (in type 7 ) such that 
(1) (WE 9)[IDn F( = y]; 
(2) (VXE D)[xe(((y E D: y -C x}))]; and 
(3) W))= G. 
(Condition (3) is not really essential, but has a minor technical advantage.) 
Clearly D is a transversal. 
To prove D is relatively discrete in bG and is O-embedded in bG we consider any 
S E D, and prove cl,& n cl& S\D) = 0. Let K and L be the disjoint closed subsets 
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of 2” given by Lemma 7.1. Because of Lemma 2.2.1 there is an easy transfinite 
construction of a homomorphism h from ((D)) = G into T* such that (Vx E S) 
[h(x)E K] and (VXE D\S)[h(x)E L]. As h extends to a homomorphism EG+ 
it follows that cl& n cl&S\ D) = 0. 
To prove D is relatively discrete in G# and is N-embedded in G* we prove 
every function D + N extends to a map G’ + N. (**) 
Let E and X be as in Lemma 6.2. Think of X as a discrete space, so we may replace 
t@! by X in (**). Since C is a countable regular space, IJ X is N-embedded in 2, by 
Lemma 2.1.2, hence there is a map k : 25 + X such that (WK E X)[ K E k’(K)]. 
Now consider any function f: D + X As in the proof above one can construct a 
homomorphism h : G + C such that (Vx E D)[h(x) of]; obviously k Q h extends 
J: As h is continuous as function G# + 2, it follows that k 0 h is continuous as 
function G* + 3K Cl 
. The case K = w of Lemma 5.1 
We must prove: 
Let ti be an at most countable collection of countable infinite subsets 
of G. Then & has a countable relatively discrete transversal that is 
O-embeded in bG. (*) 
(Actually, we only have to prove this for countable G. However, the condition that 
G be countable plays no r81e in the proof of “O-embedded”. Recall that “M 
embedded” follows from Lemma 5.2 in the case that G is countable.) 
roof. Let r denote the subspace of G( T*) consisting of all homomorphisms G + T*. 
As 
r={hEG(T2): (b’x,y~G)[h(x+y)=h(x)+h(y)J}, 
r is closed in G( T*), hence r is compact. 
By Lemma 6.1 there are disjoint closed sets K,, and K, in T* such that 
(Vm 3 2)(Va E T2)(3x E int K,)(3y E int K,)[x” = ym = a]. (**) 
Claim 1. For each infinite A C_ G, for every finite family % of nonempty open subsets 
of r there is an a E A such that 
(VUE%)(Vk2)(3 nonempty open V in r) 
[VC Uand (VhE V)[h(a)E Ki]]. 
roof of statement (*F) from Claim 1. We will use the tree <” 2, i.e., u,,““2. Recall 
that for s E ““2 and i E 2 one uses s^i and to denote the concatenation of s and i, 
i.e., s*i = s u ((dom( s), i)}. 
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Enumerate d as (A, : n E w) such that each A E d occurs at infinitely many places 
in this sequence. Using recursion we can construct a choice function (Y E fl,,, A, 
and a function U from ‘“2 to the collection of ncnempty open subsets of r such 
that for every n E o we have: 
(1) (V~E”~)(V~E~)(V~E U(t^i))[h(a,)~&]; and 
(2) (Vt E “2)(ViE 2)[cll_ U(t^i) c_ U(t)]. 
ahe construction is straightforward: Let U(0) = f. For T E w, if 91 = (U(t): t E “2) 
is known, use Claim 1 to find (U(S): s E “+‘2) = (U( fi): t E “2, i E 2). 
Clearly D = ran(a) is a transversal of &. to prove D is relatively discrete in G# 
and is O-embedded in bG it suffices to prove that every two disjoint subsets of D 
have disjoint closures in bG. So consider any s E “2, we will prove Do = {a, : s, = 0) 
and Dl=(~,:s,= 1) have disjoint closures in bG. To this end it suffices to find a 
homomorphism h : G + * such that (Vi E 2)[ h’Di s Ki], or, equivalently, such that 
(3) (Vn E o)[h(4 E K(s,)l= 
Since r is compact, there is an h in &, U(s 1 n), because of (2), and this h satisfies 
(3) because of (1). 
We introduce some notation. r will be a multiplicatively written group, with 
identity 0, so U(g) = 1 for g E G. Also, for E > 0 define 
I(E) = {e’“‘: x E (--E, E)}, 
a basic neighborhood of 1 in 7” and for finite F s G and for E > 0 define 
l3(F,e)=(h~~:(Vx~F)[h(x)~I(e)*]}, 
a basic neighborhood of il in E Note that each p E r has arbitrarily small neighbor- 
hoods of the form p l B( F, E), with F c G finite and with E > 0. 
Claim 1 is rather unpleasant. We will derive it .rom the following: 
Claim 2. Let P be a jnite subset of 6. Let M be an in$nite subset of Z, let E > 0, and 
let 
(I,,,i:pE P,mE M,iE2) 
be an indexed collection of nonempty subsets of *. There js an m E M and an 
s: Px2-, Tsuch that 
(VpE P)(ViE 2)( 3SE T*)[SE I(&)*,S*E Ip*i]m 
This may not look much better, so let us first show Claim 2 if sazy: 
- roof of Claim 2. For each m E M the “square” Im = {P: s E I( E)*} has sides of 
length 2~ l Iml, since I( E) has length 2e, hence since M is an infinite subset of Z 
there is m E M such that Im = hence such that I’mi c Im for p E l? Hence for each 
pEPandiE2thereissEI(E uch that S* E Ipmi. 
Claim 1 easily follows from a slightly weaker version: 
1’. For each infinite A E G, for every Jinite family % qfnonempty open subsets 
oj'r there is an a E A such that 
(VU~~)(tli~2)(3h~i”)[h~ U, h(a)Eint Ki]. 
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coo ‘. Given Ik%,iE2andhEUwithh(a)EKilet V 
be a sufficiently small neighborhood of h. 
roof of Clai Consider any infinite A c_ G and any finite family 
% of nonempty open subsets df E We may assume there are finite F c G, P E r 
and E > 0 such that 
%=(p- B(F,&):pc=P}. 
Our objective is to find a E A such that 
(VP E P)(Vi E 2)(3h E p l B(F, ~))[h(a) E int Ki], 
or, equivalently, such that 
(a) 
(VPE P)(Vi~2)(3h~ B(F, ~))[h(a)~p(a)-’ l int Ki], (b) 
Case 1: A g ((F)). Let u E A\(( F)), and put m = inf{ k E N: a E ((F))}; note that m 2 2 
since a e ((F)). Fix p E P and i E 2. Choose x E int Ki such that if m < 00, then 
xm- p( m l a); by Lemma 2.2.1 there is a homomorphism h : G + T* which extends 
p 1 ((F)) such that h(a) = x. Clearly h EP * B( F, E) and h(a) E int Ki. 
Case 2: A c ((F)). Since ((F)) is an infinite finitely generated group, it follows 
from Lemma 2.2.4 that ((F)) is isomorphic to K x Z” for some finite grcup K and 
for some n E N. We assume ((F)) is K x h”, and let a point x of (( F)) have coordinates 
x0, . . ..x., with xo~K and with XiEf for i~{l,...,n}. Since A is infinite but K 
andnarefinite,thereisqE{l,..., n} such that A4 = {u4 : a E A} is infinite. Choose 
a!:M+A such that 
Let 
(Vm fz M)[a(m), = m]. 
For each s E T there is a homomorphism h, : G + 
(Vx E ((F)))[h,(x) = s-)1. 
Then 
for each m E M we have h, ( LY,,, ) = sm. (cl 
Let CL abbreviate maxXtflx,l. Of course, p > 0. We claim that 
(Vs E I(+))[& E B(F, &)I. (d) 
Indeed, for x E F and s E I( E/P) 
h,(x) = sx% l(lx,l l E/&C I(p l c/p) = I(E). 
NOW apply Claim 2 with Ipmi = P( am)-’ l intK,forpEP,mEM,iE2,tofindmEM 
and s: Px2+ T* such that 
(Vp E Pj(vi E 2)[s( p, i) E I( E/&]; 
(Vp E P)(Vi E 2)[~( p, i)” E p( a,)-’ l int Ki]* 
If bpi = hs(p,i), then from (c) and (d) 
(VPE P)(ViE2)[b,,i(a,)=s(p i)“Ep(cr,)-’ aint Ki,b,iEB(F,&)l* Cl 
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We will prove a theorem about bR which is the K = w analogue of Le 
For an at most countable collection LZ? of countable subsets of R the 
following are equivalent : 
(a) (QAE &)[&A is not compact]; 
(b) Se has a transversal that is relatively discrete and B-embedded in R”; 
(c) & has a transversal that is closed discrete and R-embedded in Rx, and that is 
O-embedded in bR. 
We prove this from a lemma that is somewhat stronger than we really need. For 
an interval I in T or R we use A (I) to denote its length. 
Let d be an at most countable collection of utzbounded subsets of R and 
quence of positive real numbers. There is an injection a : o -* Iw such that 
(aj (VA E d)[(n E w: a,, E A) is in$nite]; and 
(b) for every sequence ( Ik : k E CO) of closed intervals in such that (QkE w) 
[A ( Ik ) = ok ] there is a homomorphism h : if&’ -, T such that h(ak ) E Ik for k E w. 
For t E IF& define the homomorphism e, :R + T by 
e,: x-exp(itx), x E R. 
It is known that every continuous homomorphism Ii+ has the form e, for some 
tER. 
In what follows we use the fact that for x E R and for intervals K s IF& 
{e,(x): t E K} = e,- K, (1) 
Given a : o + iJ8 and a seqvlence (& : k E w) of closed intervals in 
(vk E a)[A(lk) 3 ck] how do tie find t E R such that t?,(ak) E Ir( for k E 
a mested sequence (Jk : k E o) of bounded closed intervals in IR such that (Qk E w) 
t E JI,)[e,( ak) E I& Of course, in order to have room to play we take the Jk as big 
as possible, hence for the each k E o we will have: 
{er(ak): t E Jk} = Ik. (2) 
From this and (1 j we see t 
(QkE o,[lakl - A(-&) = ~(h)t=‘Td- (3) 
uring a recursive construction, if we have Jk, how do we know we can find Jk+i 
at (2) holds for k + 1? Let 92 and 9 denote the collection of close 
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in R and in respectively, and draw a picture to see that 
(VJE B)(VXER)(W~ E (0,2n])[(V’I~ 3) 
[h(l) = S=+(3Jk %)[J’E J, {e,(x): t E J'} = I] 
if (and only if) A((e,(x): TV J})a2n+%j]. 
Hence we must have h((e,(ak+,): t E Jk}) 222n+ c,+~. From this and (1) we see that 
we can construct (Jk : k E o) provided for each k E w we have ]ak+,] l A ( Jk ) 2 
2lr+CQ+, . Substitution into (3) yields 
]ak+,] 3 (2~+e+,)/A(Jd = lakl l &+~k+,)bk. 
Since 94 consists of at most countably many infinite unbounded subsets of R it 
follows that we can find a : w + R as required. Q 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
roof of ewe (a)+(c). We first find a relatively discrete transversal of &? 
that is O-embedded in blw: 
Let F and G be two disjoint closed intervals in of equal length. By Lemma 
nsversal D of ti such that for every function 4 : D + (F, G} there 
such that 4’(F) s h’F and 4*(G) 2 h’G. As F and G are disjoint 
closed subsets of T this shows D is relatively discrete and O-embedded in bR. 
As 88 is hereditarily separable, so is its continuous image R*. It now follows from 
Lemma 5.2 & has a closed transversal D’ with D’ r D. 
Finally, since R is LindelGf, so is its continuous image R#. Hence (w# is normal. 
Therefore the closed discrete set D’ of R* is R-embedded in R*. 
(c)+(b). This is trivial. 
(b)*(a). We prove the contrapositive: Let A be an infinite bounded element of 
~4, and let D be a relatively discrete transversal of &!. Since D is relatively discrete 
in Rx and since idR is a continuous bijection R + R*, to prove D is not O-embedded 
in IR”, it suffices to prove B = D n A is not O-embedded in IR: B is bounded, hence 
cl,43 is compact metrizable, so B, being infinite, is not O-embedded in cl,& hence 
not in IR. Cl 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2.3 from Lemma 1.1.2. 
Since G* is dense in the topological group bG, so is Gx for every x E bG. 
bG is a compact minimal G-space. Therefore we prove Theorem 1.2.3 if we prove: 
is any minimal compact G-space which admits 0 G-map onto bG, then 
(a) n(K)>]G]; and 
(b) PIGI embeds in K. 
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We prepare for the proof. Call a G-space X toMy bounded if for every nonempty 
open U E X there is a finite F C_ G such that X = F - U. The following known result, 
[S, 2.51, is easy to prove: 
1 a. Let X be a compact G-space, consider any x E X. X is a minimal G-space 
ifJGx = X and Gx is totally bounded. 
Let f be a G-map from K onto aG, and consider any p E K 
with f(p) = 0, the identity of G. Since K is a minimal G-space, Gp is dense in K. 
Observe that f 1 Gp is continuous bijection from Gp onto GX. Hence from 
Lemma 1.1.2 we see that the following analogue of Lemma 1.1.2 holds: 
Let K be a cardinal with w d K G ]G], let .!zt be a collection of at most 
K subsets of Gp, each of cardinality exactly K. There is a subset D 
of Gp such that: 
(A) (VA E &)[I0 n Al = K]; 
(I-3) D is relatively discrete and N-embedded in Gp; and 
(C) D is O-embedded in K. (3 
(a) r(K) = rr(Gp) since v(X) = r( r “‘) whenever X is a dense subspace of a 
(regular) space Y. Therefore it suffices to prove 7r( Gp) > 1 GI. 
From Lemma 10.2 we know that each nonempty open subset of Gp has cardinality 
‘y, in particular, Gp has no isolated points. 
Now consider any collection SQ of at most IG] nonempty open subsets of Gp. 
Since at1 members of .!z! have cardinality IG], it follows from (*) that there is a 
relatively discrete D c_ Gp such that (VA E &)[A n D # 01. But Gp has no isolated 
points, hence D is not dense in Gp. Therefore Gp\d is is nonempty open subset 
of Gp such that there is no A E & with A c_ Gp\D. 
(b) Because of (*) Gp has a relatively discrete subset D with I Dl = IGl that is 
O-embedded in K. Of course D is a homeomorph of PIG]. Cl 
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otes 
(1) Theorem 1.1.3(d) is orginally due to G.A. Reid (Math. Z. 102 (1967) 227-235). 
For a short and quite simple proof, see P. Flor, Math. Stand. 23 (1968) 169-170. 
(2) That &G is extremally disconnected is quite well known, although it is difficult 
to find a reference. The following simple proof was communicated to the referee 
by P. Simon, who attributed it to B. Balcar. By construction, BG is a minimal right 
ideal in the semigroup /3G, [S, 7.131. Note that BG contains an idempotent u and 
that p + up : PG + BG is a retraction [5, 3.51. Being a retract of the extremally 
disconnected space $G, BG is extremally disconnected as well. 
(3) That (GxH)“= G* x H* (Fact 4.5) is an obvious consequence of the fact 
that b( G x H) = bG x bH (canonically), an “equality” that holds for arbitrary prod- 
ucts of arbitrary topological groups (even semigroups). For the case under consider- 
ation (a finite product of Abelian groups) this equality follows from a result in K. 
de Leeuw and I. Glicksberg, Acta Math. 105 (1961) 63-97. See also P. Helm, Math. 
Annalen 156 (1964) 34-46 (the proof presented there works only for Abelian groups). 
